Special Figures
Special figures are a bonus for By Fire and Sword players. These figures cannot be bought, you may only
receive them for participation in tournaments, competitions and by promoting the game in other ways.
Every special figure has its own rules.
If you own a special figure you may use it at every official By Fire and Sword tournament.
Deployment of a special figure does not increase the army’s FSP and it does not need to be included in the
army list. At the Skirmish Level you may have one special figure. You may have more at higher levels - 2 for
Division, 3 for a Field Army and 4 for a Great Army. The figure may only be used painted and with a finished
base (not necessarily like our “company” figures). Special figures may not be proxied in any way.

Cossack Witch
During the Chmielnicki uprising the Cossacks tried various tricks. If they were not sure of their own
strength they were ready to ask the devil himself for help (or even worse – they asked the Crimean khan,
the Turkish sultan and the Muscovite tsar for help…). Chmielnicki used to hold witches and all kinds of
witchcraft in high esteem.
The Witch figure can be placed on the Commander’s base as a decoration or place it on a separate base. If it
is a single figure then the following special rules are used (when placed on a Commander’s base it looses all
special rules). The Witch on a single base moves 10cm. It is treated as a marker not a Unit – it may not be
attacked and cannot fight etc. The Witch figure is removed from the game on contact with an enemy Unit or
Commander. The Witch can be contacted in a normal way in the Movement Phase, during a Charge etc. The
Witch is not a Unit so enemy Units and Commanders may move closer to her than 2cm.
Once per turn in the Orders Phase the Witch may cast a spell. Roll a die:
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Incantations
The Witch is gathering power. Roll again in the following
turn and deduct 2 from the roll.
Mystical signs
The Witch is performing some mysterious gestures. Roll a Morale
test for the nearest enemy Unit in her field of vision. A failed test
means that the soldiers pray and make the sign of the cross.
Evil eye
The Witch is using a powerful curse to influence the enemy
commander. Roll a Morale test for the nearest enemy
Commander in her field of vision. A failed test means that
the commander spits thrice over his left arm to avoid the curse.
Magic fails
Nothing happens.

